
ECO-SCHOOLS  worksheet

PART 1 (audio 1)
1- Schools in the UK spendings :  listen and tick the spendings mentioned in the recording

 clearing litter
 detergents
 electricity
 emptying bins
 food
 furniture

 internet connections
 paper and stationary
 pesticides and chemicals
 preventing vandalism
 salaries
 water

2- Find the correct answer

eco -schools spend less money than other schools and help protect the environment 
eco-schools spend more money than other schools but help protect the environment
eco-schools spend as much money as other schools but help protect the environment

3- Which of the following statements are actually mentioned in the recording. Tick them
 there is less violence in eco-schools
 students are less tired when they work in eco-schools
 students have less eating disorders in eco-schools
 students have better results
 there is less absenteeism in eco-schools

4- Listen to part 1 again and write the sums of money saved next to the spendings mentioned in ex.1

5- Read the script and be able to justify your answer from ex 2 and 3

6- Vocabulary: Match words with their synonyms (video-projector activity) and write them down in your notebook

PART 2 (audio 2)
7- Read the script and circle the appropriate words in bold letters. Listen and check your answers

Here's a closer look at what eco-schools can achieve / a chief

Litter: by encouraging children to dispose of their litter  properly, local authorities can save thousands of sounds /pounds 
spent cleansing key-roads/ key-roots to schools

Water: simply turning on/ turning off taps, stopping leaks and reducing water using / use in  toilets can help save an 
average school around 5000/ 500 pounds in just a year

Energy: by 2008, every school and public building in the country  will have to display their energy ratings by law / buy low. 
Eco schools help you get one step ahead by assessing the energy rating of your school, cutting  full bills/ fuel-bills  by 
10 000 / 10 % and reducing CO2 emissions/ and missions.

Waste: minimizing waste and encouraging recycling helps schools safe/save money, helps councils meet domestic recycling 
targets and helps to inspire/ expire the community to reduce their waste.

Transport: peoples/pupils in eco-schools are more likely to walk/ talk to school or find sustainable ways of traveling, 
helping to reduce their card on / carbon footprints and improve their health/ hells.

Healthy living: eco-schools encourages children/ a child and  to adopt a healthy lifestyle, a fundamental aspect of every 
child manners/ matters which aims to provide all children with everything they need to stay healthy.

8- Listen and fill in the blanks
Eco-schools have already been adopted by _________________of schools in England with more and more joining everyday.
Over _______________schools across the world in more than ________________countries including _________________, 
________________ and Maroco have also become eco-schools and remember, joining eco-schools is absolutely free so 
whether you're a school, local authority, NGO or business, do something today and _____________________making a 
change

audio excerpts extracted from http://www.eco-schools.org.uk/film/
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